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Jennie Lee has already established a profound impact on my like of and appreciation for yoga
exercises and all of the ways .. Beautifully written and incredibly relatable. Jennie Lee has had a
profound impact on my like of and appreciation for yoga and all of the ways it could positively
affect each folks individually and as people of a collective globe. Both personally and in her
books, Jennie can clearly and lovingly clarify why yoga could be therefore impactful on so many
levels. I read her initial book, True Yoga exercise, and liked her writing design and the
accessibility of the information. Love Breathing Love I love this book!and the world. It serves as a
reminder of how I want to move through the world--usually from a place of love, no matter what
I'm facing. Individually I have experienced greater joy and emotions of contentment by practicing
the exercises in this publication.! Jennie Lee writes from the center and will assist you to
understand what your location is limiting yourself where love is concerned, and how to available
to living with love recognition and compassion every day. Your perspective on Appreciate could
be profoundly enlarged by this publication. There are some deep metaphysical concepts here
provided in engaging, easy to comprehend ways. Jennie Lee’s book can be a treasure map,
inspiring internal peace and independence, through options for, the awakening of, aligning with
and living in surrender to the highest degree of Love within us. Enable your heart's Highest Love
to bloom into every area of your life ‘Breathing Love’ pays, nourishing and existence enriching.
Highly recommended. Reconnecting to my heart Many thanks Jennie for writing just one more
inspirational book and reminding me personally to reconnect to like again and again, the just
place where genuine peace resides! I love your writing, your individual stories and every one of
the methods that you share for your readers to explore! I would recommend this reserve to
anyone and everyone who's ready to get back to their accurate nature of who they are, through
the breath and their very own heart! A gift to your ourselves. Jennie's personal tales bring alive
quite a few own most difficult challenges, creating a relationship and basis for "Breathing Love.
Bring on age Love! Each chapter includes a Personal Tale illustrating its main theme--my
preferred parts. Jennie walks the talk. I recommend this book for anybody seeking hope I
recommend this book for anybody seeking hope, inspiration, forgiveness, compassion and most
importantly love. Inhaling and exhaling Love: Meditation in Action was just as enjoyable and
resonant for me. Choose love! This book is truthfully a book that I'll read again and again. She
demystified a few of the more complex elements of yogic thought and spiritual methods and
explained them with techniques that yogis, whether seasoned or fresh, could fully appreciate. I
feel even more loving and accepting. good quality book Very good from Jennie Lee. Suggest
anyone to read. Expect more to come. Love and Compassion "Breathing Love" teaches us how
exactly to deal with ourselves and others with the compassion we all deserve. As a medical
doctor and acupuncturist, I have been fortunate to possess Jennie as a source for my patients.
She's helped everyone that I have sent to her. Between "Breathing Love" and her first book, "True
Yoga", everyone will be able to experience the physical and spiritual transformations that guided
yoga exercises therapy and meditation can offer. A gift!" Good read for anyone Everyone should
browse this publication and rethink how you treat others and what you bring to the world! This is
an awesome book! Actually Alice the cat loves this reserve and I assure you, she can be
extremely selective! I highly recommend this reserve! I cherished Jennie Lee's first book Accurate
Yoga and such as this one even even more. Something special to yourself and the earth! I really
like this book!! Inspiring and Uplifting This book is written from the heart for the heart. It is a
wonderful "down to earth" reserve about how exactly to take all of these practices that we hear
about in yoga course and put them doing his thing. I am more linked to myself and the ones
around me, I feel inspired to really most probably to giving and getting love from others. Many



thanks Jennie for having the courage to share your own personal stories with us and for guiding
us on our own journey to breathing love.. This is my new favorite way to start out the day That is
my new favorite way to start the day! We am loving this publication. The meditations and
exercises are light but powerful and I love the way the author interjects her personal tales on the
way. Yes, it isn't always our first initial inclination as we have many years of being programmed
to do just the opposite, but the payoffs are huge. Jennie Lee writes in a manner that simplifies
the concepts of choosing love and how easy it can be, IF, we pick the path to open our hearts.
She actually is very relatable and this, for me, makes the info easier to "allow in". I highly
recommend it in case you are thinking about leading a happier even more fulfilling life.
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